THETA XI FRATERNITY
ALPHA PSI FUTURE LEADER SCHOLARSHIP

Scholarship Purpose and Criteria for Selection:

The Alpha Psi “Future Leader” Scholarship, sponsored by Theta Xi Fraternity, serves to recognize the applicant’s High School achievements in scholarship, leadership, and extra-curricular activities and to promote continuation of these ambitions for newly enrolled students at Missouri University of Science and Technology embarking on their college career. This scholarship is to be awarded on an annual basis for the fall semester to two undergraduates who are newly enrolled at Missouri University of Science and Technology as full-time students. The recipients of this scholarship are not required to become a member of Theta Xi either as an Associate or Active member.

This scholarship program was first implemented in 2017 and we are grateful to the Alumni for their continued support in providing this opportunity. The Alpha Psi chapter of Theta Xi is fortunate to have a strong and committed alumni base. They offer continuous support to the chapter, as a whole, and to the Active and Associate members. Once awarded, the scholarship provides $500 to support the recipient’s undergraduate education. This amount will be distributed as a one-time lump sum payment to the recipient.

ALL Incoming Freshmen Students to Missouri S&T are encouraged to submit an application. In order to apply, the applicant must be newly enrolled at the Missouri University of Science and Technology as a full-time undergraduate student for the 2019 Fall Semester.

Interested students are invited to complete this application form. To receive preferential consideration of application please complete the following requirements by August 10, 2019.
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1. Complete and sign application.
2. Submit application via email to thetaximst@outlook.com.
3. Visit the Chapter house.

Following receipt of application, applicant will receive an invite to schedule a visit to the Chapter house. There is no minimum time requirement for the visit, it can be as long or as short as desired. The visit can be scheduled for a time agreeable to both parties any time after submission of the application and before August 10, 2019. A convenient time to schedule a visit is the time surrounding the applicant’s PRO Day visit to campus. While sometimes this time may not be convenient, the Chapter would welcome a visit at any other time. The Chapter members are eager to meet the applicants and encourage them to ask questions and gather information about Theta Xi, Missouri University of Science and Technology and campus during their visit.

Submission of application in person to Chapter house will also fulfill the above requirements. While all applicants will be given consideration for the scholarship, preferential consideration will be given to those applicants who visit the Chapter house.

Selection of the recipients will be made at the sole discretion of the Officers of the Alpha Psi Alumni Association with the awardees being announced August 28, 2019. Submission of the attached form, or receipt of scholarship funds, in no way obligates the applicant to become a member of Theta Xi nor any other organization affiliated with Missouri University of Science and Technology.
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APPLICATION FORM
Submittal deadline August 19, 2018 5:00pm

Personal Information:
Name: ____________________________

Home Address: ____________________________  Cell Phone: ________________

____________________________________  E-mail: ________________

High school GPA: ______

High School Activities: ____________________________

____________________________________

Awards/Honors: ____________________________

____________________________________

Additional Considerations:
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APPLICATION FORM (cont’d)  

Future Considerations:  

In addition to the academic benefits of Theta Xi, we offer many opportunities for leadership at various levels through the Chapter, both internal and external. Participation in extra-curricular activities is encouraged as this promotes brotherhood and self-development.  

1) Please state your academic goals and expectations of your undergraduate studies (what are your career desires, planned major, etc.):  

2) Please state your current extra-curricular activities and any of your desires to participate in future extra-curricular activities (clubs, volunteer work, sports, etc.):  

Applicant Name ____________________________________________  Signature _______________  Date _______________  

Requirements:  

An officer of the Chapter will sign this form at the time of your visit to Chapter house. This will satisfy requirements for priority consideration.  

Chapter Officer Name ____________________________________________  Signature _______________  Date _______________
About Theta Xi Fraternity:

**Theta Xi** is one of North America’s oldest social fraternities founded as an Engineering fraternity at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1864. We have over 50 Active Chapters; predominantly at prestigious Engineering, Science & Technology Schools across the nation. Over 60,000 members initiated since 1864.

Theta Xi Alumni include prominent Engineering, Science and Technology Leaders, as well as successful Business, Government and Military officials.

Notable Alumni include:

- Travis Kalanick (Alpha Zeta 1223, UCLA), Founder & CEO of Uber
- William F. Sharpe (Alpha Zeta 402, UCLA), Awarded the 1990 Nobel Prize in Economics for his Capital Asset Pricing Model
- John Toomey (Alpha Psi 2, Missouri S&T), Founder of VSE Corporation. John Toomey Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Complex at Missouri S&T.
- Frederick Winslow Taylor (Gamma 53, Stevens Institute of Technology), *Father of Scientific Management*
- Charles Hayden (Delta 24, Massachusetts Institute of Technology), MIT’s Charles Hayden Memorial Library and the Boston Museum of Science’s Planetarium are both named after him.
- John S. McCain, Jr. (Kappa Lambda 82, Old Dominion University), Admiral USN (Ret.).
- Alva B. Adams (Beta 209, Yale University), U.S. Senator from Colorado
- Ronald L. Burgess, Jr. (Beta Zeta 409, Auburn University) – 17th Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency
- James S. Voss (Beta Zeta 312, Auburn University), Astronaut on 5 Space missions and lived on International Space Station for just under 6 months.
- Jim Davis (Kappa Kappa 159, Ball State University), Creator of *Garfield* comic strip.
- Edwin Howard Armstrong (Epsilon 70, Columbia University) Inventor of *FM Radio*
Theta Xi is a National Leader in the educational and leadership development of our Members. Theta Xi is the only National Fraternity to receive two Association of Fraternity Advisors (AFA) Excellence in Programming Awards; one for *Values into Action* and the second for *Benchmarks for Excellence*.

Theta Xi is dedicated to creating *Future Leaders*; hence, the purpose of this Scholarship. Our Leadership Initiative includes Programming directed toward building leaders at the individual level. These programs include our *President’s Academy, Rising Stars Academy* and our *Newell District Leadership Academies*.

To learn more about Theta Xi National Fraternity please visit [www.thetaxi.org](http://www.thetaxi.org).

**About Alpha Psi Chapter of Theta Xi Fraternity:**

Our *Alpha Psi Chapter* at Missouri Science & Technology is a Leader amongst all of the Theta Xi Chapters. Our Chapter strives to be recognized by Theta Xi National as an *All True Men* Chapter. Only 7 of our Chapters nationwide enjoy *All True Men* status. We are very proud to have held this designation recognizing our high achievement as a Theta Xi Chapter. We are a medium sized fraternity compared to others on campus. This size offers optimal opportunity for leadership possibilities, ability to participate in extra-curricular activities and also just as important: brotherhood. The Chapter house is located in a prime location next to campus.

To learn more about the Alpha Psi Chapter of Theta Xi Fraternity please visit: [www.thetaximst.com](http://www.thetaximst.com)

**For more information on how to join Theta Xi please contact our Recruitment Chairmen:**

Brady Kluesner, (515) 975-7366, bak7w2@mst.edu
Alex Schlemeier, (636) 696-3508, arsdpd@mst.edu

Or email us at thetaximst@outlook.com
THE PURPOSE OF

THETA XI

is to provide a college home environment for its active members in which fellowship and alumni guidance lead to wholesome mental, moral, physical, and spiritual growth. To that end Theta Xi actively supports and augments college and community efforts to make individual members more mature and chapter groups more useful units of society. Through its alumni and undergraduate leadership Theta Xi endeavors to assist each member to develop ONE, Intellectual curiosity that assures the highest scholarship rating consistent with his ability; TWO, habits that lead to better mental and physical health; THREE, sincerity in his association with others and confidence in himself; FOUR, responsibility to chapter, college, community, and country; FIVE, leadership that comes from practicing the principles of democratic self-government; SIX, interests and activities outside regular scholastic studies that employ spare time to advantage; SEVEN, spiritual understanding that provides a reservoir of strength to draw upon when faced with conditions beyond comprehension.
The Men of Theta Xi cordially invite you to our Chapter House at 1605 N. Pine Street in Rolla, MO. Please take some time around your PRO day to learn some valuable insights to campus life. The Men are more than happy to answer any questions you might have and offer guidance during your transition to college life. Theta Xi Fraternity is conveniently located on North Pine Street adjacent to campus property in the vicinity of Missouri S&T Civil Engineering and Electrical Engineering buildings along 16th Street.

Questions?

Theta Xi Fraternity
1605 N. Pine Street
Rolla, MO 65401
thetaximst@outlook.com
www.thetaximst.com

Chapter President: Justin ‘Trip’ Wright

(417) 827-9500, djwvf2@mst.edu